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OUR CLIENTS’ INTERESTS COME FIRST

HERE’S THE THING!
Everybody says their
clients’ interests come first,
but how many investment
managers actually put their
money where their mouth is?
And how do you measure an
investment manager’s client
service ethic, anyway?

Alright, let’s get to it . . . in prior issues of Quaero JOURNAL
I promised to report on one active investment manager
that charges performance fees ONLY, i.e., NO FEES
unless they outperform the passive benchmark set for
their various fund options. Skeptical? You should be;
serious investors are ALWAYS skeptical! For more on
“skeptical” you may want to see my book For Love and
Money which you can buy HERE or on Amazon.ca
HERE. But I digress, and I know, “you don’t have time for
the detail, you just want to know who the manager is”. I
get it—we’re all busy—so let’s compromise. I promise to
keep the article as brief as I can and to reveal the firm’s
name, at first discreetly and then explicitly, as you read
on. But I do want to be clear that I am not promoting this
firm. We do not promote asset management firms in our
published materials, but we do promote IDEAS—ideas
that we believe can help ensure that our investor clients’
interests come first. And today’s IDEA—one firm’s idea
on fees—is one that I believe, with all the right motives,
yields the potential for all the right outcomes.
As it is said, “words are important”, so for clarity’s sake
let’s begin by defining our terms:

Fixed Fee: I hate this term. In industry jargon a “Fixed
Fee” refers to a fixed percentage fee charged to investors
based on the size of their portfolio. Of course, in dollar
terms, the fixed percentage is not “fixed” at all. In dollar
terms it is biased upwards over time since portfolios
typically grow, not diminish, in size through time. We
prefer the phrase “flat base fees” to describe a fixed
dollar-based fee (see Volume 1, Issue 3 of Quaero JOURNAL) but since no one has taken us up on the
idea, in this article we will stay with the industry convention and refer only to “Fixed Fees”.
Performance Fee: A Performance Fee is a payment made to an investment manager for
generating returns that exceed an established “hurdle”, EG a market benchmark or “index”
representative of the entire opportunity set from which a manager selects securities to create a
portfolio intended to outperform the index. The highest value of a portfolio over a given period is
known as a “high-water mark”. If the fund falls from that high, generally a performance fee is not
incurred until the high-water mark is surpassed again.
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Fulcrum Fee: A fulcrum fee is a performance-based fee which scales up and down with
performance against its benchmark but does not include a refund for under-performance. The
following diagram, courtesy of Fidelity International is a fair representation of how Fulcrum Fees
work, but don’t be dismayed if it serves to hinder, rather than help your understanding of Fulcrum
Fees. On December 6, 2017 Morningstar published an article entitled “Fidelity Fulcrum Fees Too
Complex say Analysts” 1

Refundable Performance Fee: A refundable performance fee is a performance-based fee in
which the manager shares equally in both good and bad performance. Rather than flowing directly
to the manager however, performance fees flow instead to a fee reserve, where they are available
to be refunded should the manager subsequently underperform. In periods of underperformance,
fees are refunded to the client from the reserve at the same rate that they are earned. If the fund
underperforms when there is no balance in the fee reserve, any losses must be recovered before
any performance fees accrue to the fee reserve. Typically, the reserve is owned by the asset
manager and is reinvested in the underlying Fund. Over time and depending on how “full” the
reserve is (i.e., how much outperformance the client has realized), capped payments are made
from the reserve to the manager.

Fees may be structured by applying the above concepts individually or in combination and all of
them have identifiable strengths and weaknesses. But here are two conclusions that arise from
my own research on the subject:
1. A thorough understanding of an active manager’s fee structure can help you understand
much about the manager’s motivation and probable behavior.
2. It is the last of our four fee structure concepts, the Refundable Performance Fee
(presumably combined with a low or ZERO-base fee) that I believe serves the client’s
interest best.
Why do I think so?

1

http://www.morningstar.co.uk/uk/news/163527/fidelity-fulcrum-fees-too-complex-say-analysts.aspx
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ON MOTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR , I have found that clues to a manager’s client service ethic
are revealed as I study the implications of fee structures through time, under various performance
scenarios for the client and for the manager. Assessing who is rewarded for good performance,
and who bears the risk of under-performance speaks volumes. Or simply posing the question
“How does your fee structure align your interests with those of your clients?” and listening
carefully to the answer, can be quite informative. It quickly becomes evident whether your
manager has thought these things through carefully and if not, the obvious next question is “well,
whose interests come first here?”

And what are the characteristics of the REFUNDABLE PERFORMANCE FEE that make it so
attractive? Refundable Performance Fees push the boundaries on alignment of manager interests
with those of their clients. Let me count the ways 2:
1. Refundable Performance Fees benefit clients by smoothing their experienced returns thus
(encouraging a longer-term perspective) and . . .
2. . . . reducing the likelihood that clients capitulate on their managers at exactly the wrong
time.
3. As with traditional performance fees, this structure discourages excessive growth of assets
under management and . . .
4. . . . encourages the manager to invest actively.
5. Unlike high watermark structures, managers with a refundable fee structure share in the
upside and the downside, thus discouraging excessive risk-taking and . . .
6. . . . helping to ensure that the fee paid is consistent with the value the manager has added
for the client. To receive fees, managers must generate, and sustain, outperformance over
the long term.
7. The fee effectively transfers some of the risk of under-performance from the client to the
manager.
There are downsides however.
1. Of the four structures, the refundable fee model results in the least stable fees, making it
more difficult for clients and managers alike, to predict charges and therefore to plan their
finances.
On Jan 9, 2017 in a Wall Street Journal blog, Jason
Zweig opened his commentary on asset management fees with
the following suitably skeptical thought relating to “Fixed
Fees”:
“Let’s make a deal. You give me your money, and I’ll invest it in the stock market. You take all
the risk, and I’ll give you the reward. Well, most of it. Every year, I’ll collect 1% from you, even if
you lose money on my stock picks. That 1% is as much as one-fourth of the expected long-term
return on stocks after inflation. Trust me: I’m worth it . . . If that deal sounds unfair to you,
you’re right.”

Bullet points are paraphrased from: “Rethinking Investment Fees - New developments mean it is more
important than ever for investors to understand the fees they are paying active managers” by Dan Brocklebank of
Orbis Investments. You can read Dan’s entire paper at https://www.acpm.com/ACPM/The-Observer/2018-Issue2/Industry-Insider/ARTICLES-OF-INTEREST/Rethinking-investment-fees.aspx or on the Quaero website under
Library/Posted with Permission.
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In his article, Mr. Zweig talks about Orbis Investments’ Refundable Performance Fee and if you
haven’t already guessed, Orbis is the firm that I referenced in the first paragraph of this article.
For large institutional investors Orbis’ “Zero-Base Refundable Reserve Fee” (“RRF”) applies a
0.0% base fee and a Refundable Performance Fee equal to 33% of performance exceeding the
established benchmark. 3 In all other respects Orbis’ RRF fits our opening definition of a
Refundable Performance Fee. Other firms (AJO, Fidelity, Janus, Putnam, USAA and Vanguard)
that use Fulcrum Fees, a less interesting (my words) cousin of Refundable Performance Fees, are
also named in Mr. Zweig’s article. Apparently AJO also reserves its outperformance fees in what
Ted Aronson, the firm’s founder, calls a “holding tank” from which they can be refunded if
performance lags, thus qualifying the AJO fee structure as a Refundable Fee Structure.

TO CONCLUDE:
Refundable Performance Fee structures offer a thoughtful framework for sharing investment
returns fairly between investor clients and investment managers. Advantages of Refundable
Performance Fee structures substantially outweigh their disadvantages. Refundable
Performance Fee structures (presumably combined with a low base fee) are one clear way in
which investment managers can state and prove convincingly that’

“OUR CLIENTS’ INTERESTS COME FIRST”.
[SIDEBAR TITLE]
OUR HOPE:

Contact Us:

• Fair fees . . . strong, productive and
sustainable manager/client
relationships.

Ralph Loader

• A Happy Valentine’s Day to our
readers of the Quaero JOURNAL.

QUAERO Investment Solutions Inc.
428 Strathcona Avenue
Westmount, Quebec
Canada H3Y 2X1
(438) 386-3861

ralphloader@quaeroinvest.com
http://www.quaeroinvest.com

Love is the Answer: lyrics from the song
“Light of the world, shine on me
Love is the answer
Shine on us all, set us free
Love is the answer”
Songwriters: John Wilcox / Kasim Sulton / Roger Powell /
Todd Rundgren
Love Is the Answer lyrics © Warner/Chappell Music, Inc

Content published in the Quaero Library is intended for informational/educational purposes only. In addition to
articles written and published by our own team members, we curate and publish content written by asset
management firms, investment consultants, professional bodies and academics. We don’t publish research on
individual securities and we don’t partner with other firms to distribute their research. Individuals or institutions
wishing to post thought leadership material (free of charge, max 2000 words) advocating ideas pertaining to
clearly differentiated investment strategies or investment industry practices that will serve to enhance the investor
experience are invited to submit their written articles to Ralph Loader, contact details noted above.

It is important to note that the quoted fee schedule pertains to larger ($CAD 100 mln) institutional investors
only and is not available in all investment jurisdictions.
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